The New York City Science and Engineering Fair (NYCSEF), sponsored by the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) and the City University of New York (CUNY) / Office of Academic Affairs, is the city's largest high school research competition. Approximately 700 students from around the city submitted applications to the 2017 NYCSEF for a chance to compete for a variety of cash and prizes including an all-expense trip to Los Angeles, CA representing New York City at the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF). This year's Preliminary Round was held on Sunday, March 5, 2017 at The City College of New York (Manhattan). The top 25 - 30 percent of student researchers from each subject category were selected to participate in the Finals Round on Tuesday, March 28, 2017 at the American Museum of Natural History. All award winners, including the names of the thirteen students selected to represent NYC at the International Science and Engineering Fair in May as well as approximately 170 other award winners were announced at the NYCSEF Awards Ceremony on March 31, 2017 at Tribeca Performing Arts Center at the Borough of Manhattan Community College. The names of all of this year's participants are listed below. Congratulations to all of this year's participants and award recipients.

For more information about NYCSEF, please visit nycsef.cuny.edu.

High School of Language and Innovation

Daniel Lugo (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

sundus shaker (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Bronx

Bronx Center for Science & Mathematics, The

Haris Basic (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shabab Chowdhury (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samantha Diaz (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Batoul Saad (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Tatiana Sanchez (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Bronx High School of Science

Raisa Alam (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Belen (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emmanuel Benard (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zoe Bertol-Foell (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Brice (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Kimberly Cabrero (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Carter (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Meteorological Society
NYCSEF First Award

Geevanesam Devakanmalai (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College
US Air Force

Nikhil Devraj (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Ryan Foo (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Dario Fucich (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Aidan Gibbons (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Jade Giuffre (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Liam Gordon (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Isabella Greco (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gregory Gueorguiev (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Zinedine Hoque (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Amena Islam (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

James Jiang (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Charlotte Kavalier (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Esther Lam (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Susannah Lara-Gresty (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samantha Li (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michelle Liu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Yijing Lu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vida MaherGreene (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jazzmin McMyers (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nusrat Mim (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Tahany Moosa (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adhirai Muthukumar (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maya Osman-Krinsky (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gauri Patel (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ashley Phillips (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zoe Posner (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jamie Powers (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Justin Qi (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Touhidur Rahman (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rema Rasheed (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Rainy Rosch (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hillel Rosenshine (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Timnah Rosenshine (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Neeraj Sakhrani (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NASA Earth System Science Award
NYCSEF First Award

Kaya Scheman (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Adam Shaham (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Nandini Sharma (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Eliana Shaskan (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

George Stefanakis (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF Third Award
US Navy and Marine Corps

Stella Stephanopoulos (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Corinne Stonebraker (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
NYCSEF Second Award

Ahnaf Tajwar (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Georgia Vasilopoulos (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Syeda Wahid (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sophia Wang (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  

Matthew Weiss (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Klara Wichterle (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Kathryn Wicks (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  

Ajmain Yamin (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
Mu Alpha Theta  
NYCSEF First Award  
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College  

Anna Yang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

David Yi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Emily Yu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Faraz Zaidi (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Vera Zarubin (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Con Edison Innovation in STEM Award  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award  

Tyrone Zhang (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

James Zhao (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Sharon Zhong (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Ethical Culture Fieldston School  

Ben Altschuler (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Herbert H. Lehman High School  

Adriana Centeno (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Ivie Odiase (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College  

Genesis Wimmer (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

High School of American Studies @ Lehman Coll  

Anil Oza (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Lyla Rose (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Horace Mann High School  

Naomi Cebula (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  
US Metric Association  
Yale Science and Engineering Association  

Karen Jiang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award  

Sanford Kim (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
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Rachel lee (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lucinda Li (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephanie Li (Mathematical Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
Mu Alpha Theta  
NYCSEF First Award

Sarah Shin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Riverdale Country School

Jessica Frank (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award

SAR High School

Gabriella Chefitz (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Brooklyn

Al Noor School

Rahma Ibrahim (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Brooklyn Friends School

Valerie Magan (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brooklyn Technical High School

Emily Cheng (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Amani Fawaz (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Joyce Feng (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  
US Air Force

Joseph Glanzberg (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Irwin Huang (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Paul Kogan (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tiffany Lam (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Terrique Pinnock (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rita Pozovskiy (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Asma Sadia (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Abhayvir Singh (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  
Ricoh Americas Corporation
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Anjali Singh (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Michele Soltsov (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Marva Tariq (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Brandon Wood (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jenny Xu (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
US Air Force

Ching Laam Yuen (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
US Air Force

Edward R. Murrow High School

Mehrangiz Abdurafikova (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kristina Aginskaya (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Grace Burrough (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jiaxing Natalia Deng Yuan (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Khaly Durst (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Nigina Egamova (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rachel Farrugia (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Gabriella Fredrick (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yun Gao (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Zoe Glazer (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Isabella Heckmann (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Juliet Jackson-Nudelman (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Sydney Jimenez (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Cassiopeia Land (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emily Li (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Melissa Longo (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maya Lovell (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Chiara Martiniello (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Mariam Megalla (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amy Miranda (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sonam Nematullah (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tyler Peng (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ebonie Reavis (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Steven Salvatore (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Emma Stripling (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mariya Tabachnikova (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kelly Young (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award
NYCSEF First Award
Ricoh Americas Corporation

Fontbonne Hall Academy

Sarah Berka (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Keara Donahue (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Alyssa Federico (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adriana Gonzalez (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Isabella Grillo (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Emily Manti (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alyssa Silvestri (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Dewey High School

Oishee Rahman (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Magen David Yeshiva High School

Jack Mavorah (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards
Moises Zetune (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Midwood High School @ Brooklyn College

Mahmoud Abouelkheir (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
NYCSEF First Award

Noor Asif (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amna Aslam (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Rachel Chen (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anastasiya Gofman (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasleen Kaur (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sophia Khoja (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Pauletta Lazarevskiy (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erica Levin (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lilin Liu (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Vivian Luu (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Nomon Mohammad (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
ASM Materials Education Foundation
NYCSEF Second Award

Allan Nosov (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NASA Earth System Science Award
NYCSEF Second Award

Jennifer Phu (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Marzana Rafa (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Marco Ramirez (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Elizabeth Skapley (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hufsa Tasnim (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Whitney Wong (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Wensi Wu (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Minna Zeldin (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Yang Fan (Angel) Zou (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Packer Collegiate Institute
Victor Akujobi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Blake Boadi (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasper Covey (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nathaniel Ellis (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Nigel Jaffe (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals
Round Participant
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical
Excellence
NYCSEF First Award

Tasnia Khan (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Blake Martin (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Asher Mitchell (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ian Russell (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Poly Prep Country Day School
Elisabeth Pearson (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater  
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Brett Restrick (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rachel Carson High School for Coastal Studies

Wynn Chao (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nikki Curreri (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Angelina Dilbaryan (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Elizabeth Meltser (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Rivero (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Katalin Torok (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sean Tran (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Environmental Education Advisory Council

Urban Assembly New York Harbor High School

Grace Carter (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Meteorological Society  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater  
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award  
NYCSEF Second Award  
Stockholm Junior Water Prize

Katha Conklin (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Brian Delgado (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Manhattan

Abraham Joshua Heschel School

Julia Zabludovsky (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Chapin School

Katerina Dangas (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Columbia Grammar and Prep School

Jonathan Kogan (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

High School for Health Professions & Human Services

Mazie Alexander (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College

harrissatou Bah (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Bak (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sultana Bhuiyan (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daisy Cantero (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Edwin Carpio (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

George Fernandez (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Silvia Fouad (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brian Gutierrez (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joseph Horowitz (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ledia Ibrahim (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hefazatul Islam (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sandra Lewocki (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kunchok Lhamo (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Katherine Ilerena (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ariannie Medina (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Natalie Munoz (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Md Murad (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephen Nan (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessica Olszewski (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Romero (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erik Rosales (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ethan Wang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College

High School for Mathematics, Science and Engineering @ CCNY

Eric Abreu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nasrin Begum (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samuel Bischof (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Wai Ting Chan (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hamida Chumpa (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

William Esseks (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Jeenera Hossain (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
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Anna Kalis (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Peter Kilkenny (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Abusaleh Masud (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gaylenis Mendez (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Karen Ni (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sunny Ou (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anita Ovbude (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Najnin Sultana (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hunter College High School

Hannah Abrams (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

James Crook (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Ari Firester (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater  
Frank W. and Jan J. Stahl Memorial Award for Technical Excellence  
NYCSEF First Award  
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards  
US Navy and Marine Corps

Benjamin Firester (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award

Michelle He (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  
Society for In Vitro Biology

Serina Hu (Chemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

Amala Karri (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Dylan Li (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ISEF Finalist  
NYCSEF First Award

Janni Lin (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
ASU Walton Sustainability Solutions Initiatives  
NYCSEF Second Award

Helen Lu (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Navy and Marine Corps
Nancy Lu (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  

John McEnany (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Liam Nakagawa (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Cheryl Pan (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Abishrant Panday (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Navy and Marine Corps  

Sabrina Reguyal (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Association for Women Geoscientists  
NYCSEF Third Award  
Stockholm Junior Water Prize  

Annie Sui (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Alana Tang (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Katherine Turchin (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award  

Janice Wang (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Sophia Zhang (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  

Amanda Zong (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
Intel Excellence in Computer Science  
NYCSEF First Award  

The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College  

Institute for Collaborative Education  

Tobias Beckwith-Quinones (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Psychological Association  
NYCSEF First Award  

Paulina Lichtman (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  

Madeline Mardiks (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award  

Emma Schwartz (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Glafira Shanabrook (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

charisse Walrond-Scott (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Nicole Yapijakis (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Manhattan Center for Science & Mathematics  

Hannah George (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  

Franklin Perez Cordero (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  

Spence School  

Hanna Yip (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  

Stuyvesant High School  

Kimberly Ho (Computer Science)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
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Raphael Kirou (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Phillip Kucher (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Thomas Lee (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
ISEF Finalist
Mu Alpha Theta
NYCSEF First Award

Judy Liu (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Stephen Nyarko (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Bayle Smith-Salzberg (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Michael Ye (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Trinity School
Malini Kundamal (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Young Women's Leadership School - Harlem
Keylen Lucero (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Brooklyn Navy Yard Award
NYCSEF Third Award

Laisa Sevilla (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Archbishop Molloy High School
Berenice Dupiton (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephanie Lechki (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hobie Legaspi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Enrique Montas (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Esmeralda Montas (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Calista Requijo (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julio RuizDiaz (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Forest Hills High School
Alisha Ajani (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

kaitlyn brooks (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessica Campoverde (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sharon Castro (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tirzah Kamran (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Carina Lara (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Nowrin Nisa (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shabiha Nishi (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Juliana Niyazov (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Dolly Patel (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Shivani Patel (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kayla Peña (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Saptarshi Prachi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Mansi Sharma (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Shin (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Farhene Sultana (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nancy Yousry (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Francis Lewis High School

Rafi Abdullah (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Maheen Agha (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Hanaa Ahmed (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nida Ahmed (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Zain Ahmed (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Seher Akram (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sonia Ali (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jose Arteaga (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Belinda Basdeo (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rose Berkovski (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Mohammed Bhuiyan (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Acacia Chai (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicholas Chai (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Chaudhary (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Christina Cheng (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jashkumar Choudhari (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Anastasia Dakis (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Anna Davydov (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Haiyue Deng (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Rebecca Dowlatram (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mohamed Elroubi (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Asli Erem (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jonathan Gideon (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Kanwarbir Gill (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Medina Graca (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Guber (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Zhenhua Guo (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anzila Haris (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Mohammed Hasnat (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tabiul Hassan (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Melissa Herrera (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Celine Ho (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Camellia Huang (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Judy Huang (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adiba Humyra (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nur-E Imam (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Naseerah Juman (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

William Kandinov (Microbiology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasleen Kaur (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mehak Kazi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Thomas Khadoo (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Ivy Kim (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Jamine Kwok (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Elaine Lai (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Seohee Lee (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Seoyeong Lee (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sunwoo Lee (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
American Meteorological Society  
Con Edison Innovation in STEM Award  
NYCSEF First Award

Gavin Li (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Janet Li (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Mei Feng Lin (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yaoxin Liu (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anika Malik (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Azan Malik (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rory McGriskin (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jonathan Mulligan (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant

Haris Music (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Gabriella Ng (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Qian Niu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Norinskiy (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Hannah Okner (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Eunice Park (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Naveera Rahman (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amanda Reach (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasmine Rooplall (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniya Sarguroh (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Roban Shabbir (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Shinh (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF First Award

Kanwar Singh (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sarah Singh (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Ben Tan (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jasmine Tong (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Esha Trivedi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Evelyn Vasquez (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

May Vo (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jessica Wade (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Helen Wang (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jia Yun Wu (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annie Xu (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Mark Yagudayev (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award

Timothy Yan (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sunayra Zaman (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Shuotong Zhang (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Steven Zhang (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Evelyn Zheng (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Linda Zhou (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Cassean Zuñiga (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Bowne High School

Theophilus Bassaw (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Andrew Candia (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Kahini Chauhan (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Yuqing Chi (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Priscilla Faa (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Minah Hong (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College

Stephanie Jagbir (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Monique John (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Donna Khan (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Hafsa Khatri (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Auren Kusuma (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Yui Him Lo (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Nuzhat Nahar (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Leonna Prithwipaul (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater

Basira Shirzad (Computer Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lyubov Soboleva (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Jaiti Swami (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tasfia Tabassum (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Osvaldo Tlahuetl (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Xin Cheng Yuan (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Jingyi Zhang (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

MENGYING ZHENG (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Queens High School for Sciences @ York College
Taieba Khan (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Garin Kim (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Michael G. Mann Award

Sadia Laisa (Plant Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Arthur Li (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Erik Menjivar (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Si Long Mong (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Brandon Muncan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Rebecca Partap (Biochemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sean Persaud (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Mahfuzur Rahman (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Marlene Rahman (Engineering)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Tamima Sultana (Chemistry)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julian Tozaj (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Ishrat Trena (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stephanie Wang (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Xin Ling Yuan (Mathematical Science)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF First Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Michael Yunatanov (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shamnaz Zaman (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Saint Francis Preparatory School

Sarika Arora (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lynnie Chong (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Adam Dagnachew (Animal Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Daniel de Leon (Cellular & Molecular Biology)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Haris Hillery (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Rebecca Rodriguez (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Yao Xu (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Scholars’ Academy

Andriana Lamendola (Earth & Environmental Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

**Townsend Harris High School**

**Rifat Ahmed (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Rodela Ahmed (Cellular & Molecular Biology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Mya Allen (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

**Sasha Balkaran (Microbiology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

**Muhamed Bicic (Earth & Environmental Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Second Award

**Yaathika Challapalli (Biochemistry)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Chelsea Chaug (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

**Farhat Chowdhury (Earth & Environmental Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

**Annie Chu (Biochemistry)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Maressa Cumbermack (Cellular & Molecular Biology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Omar Daoud (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Arianna Dookhu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Nicholas Doss-Hom Doss-Hom (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

**Georja Fotiou (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
American Psychological Association
ISEF Finalist

**Fatema Haidery (Earth & Environmental Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
Association for Women Geoscientists
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NYCSEF Third Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College
The City University of New York Scholarship - Queens College

**Leah Harrigan (Animal Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Samantha Jaloza (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

**Maliha Jeba (Medicine & Health Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Katerina Jou (Cellular & Molecular Biology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

**David Kozuch (Microbiology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

**Darsiya Krishnathasan (Cellular & Molecular Biology)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Alexander LeBeau (Behavioral & Social Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

**Elizabeth Lei (Animal Sciences)**
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Tiffany Leung (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Jin Li (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant  
Brooklyn Friends of Clearwater  
Sarah and Morris Wiesenthal Science Awards

Xinyi Kathy Ling (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Carmela Loepz (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Brandon LuShing (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Matthew Mandel (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Teresa Mettela (Plant Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Angelica Moratos (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

David Musheyev (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Leah Musheyev (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Daniil Novikov (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
NYCSEF Second Award

Boluwatife Oloruntoba (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Pamela Pajares (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Benjamin Pulatov (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Vinod Raghunath (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lauren Rudin (Microbiology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Noah Sadik (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Faisal Shaikh (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Agastya Vaidya (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Paul Valdivia (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Anson Wu (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Neisa Yin (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Stacey Zhang (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Doris Zheng (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Qing Zhu (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
NYCSEF Second Award
Mark Zurita (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island

Saint Joseph By the Sea High School

John Curcio (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

John Fioravante (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julian Gotiangco (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Lynsey Hunt (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Anthony Insinga (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joanna Kopko (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Nicole Magnavita (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Fay McKeveny (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Annalisa Montemarano (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Alexa Riccardi (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Danielle Sainato (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sean Taravella (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Staten Island Technical High School

Fiza Akram (Behavioral & Social Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Marina Andrawis (Medicine & Health Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
The City University of New York Scholarship - Hunter College

Kemal Aziz (Physics & Space Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award  
US Navy and Marine Corps

Jawad Braick (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Conan Chu (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Shannon Chu (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Youssef Fahmy (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Second Award

David Ip (Cellular & Molecular Biology)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Michael Klamkin (Engineering)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Amy Kuang (Animal Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Stacey Li (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Iqura Naheed (Earth & Environmental Sciences)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant  
NYCSEF Third Award

Vincent Peetz (Biochemistry)  
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant
Tharushi Perera (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Julia Radzio (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Second Award

Ester Rekhelman (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Zarya Shaikh (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Samantha Shakhvorostova (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant and NYCSEF Finals Round Participant
NYCSEF Third Award

Olivia Unger (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Sri Yalamanchi (Behavioral & Social Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant

Joanna Yang (Medicine & Health Sciences)
NYCSEF Preliminary Round Participant